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About Elegant Literature
Magazine & Contest

Elegant Literature is a magazine focused on publishing new writers. At its inception, there were few publications—if any—that only
accepted work from aspiring talent and also paid professional rates.
We aimed to change that.
As far as we know, Elegant Literature is the only short fiction magazine willing to turn down work from famous authors. No Stephen
King’s or George Martin’s here. This policy gives unpublished authors a significantly less competitive market to submit work to, increasing their chances of publication.
Our goal is to help discover new voices in fiction, and publish talented beginners from around the globe.
Elegant Literature publishes work from all genres, and readers can
always find a free copy of every issue on our website.
Each issue of the magazine also corresponds to our monthly contest. One of the stories in the following pages has won the grand
prize. But we don’t reveal who it is in the table of contents. It wouldn’t
be fair for readers to skip over the other works.
We encourage you to read and enjoy each piece in the order presented. They have been curated intentionally. Please, discover the
winner naturally.
The list of honourable mentions relates directly to the contest.
If you read something you like, please consider connecting with
and supporting the author.
Click here for more information about submitting to the magazine.
Click here for more information about entering the contest.
Happy reading!
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Theme

Open Road
Write a story involving roads, and a glove.
Does the road call to you? To some, it offers freedom, adventure,
and opportunity. To others, injury and death. Or, as you slow for the
shadowed hitchhiker, you wonder if the risks aren’t more sinister…
Roadtrips, van life, and fugitives on the run. From deserts to
coastline to deep-shadowed forests, the open road has a place in our
hearts. Whether it calls you to drift or confronts you with the long
road home, it’s undeniably a place of self-discovery. Of new faces
and new attitudes. Just don’t take a wrong turn, blow a tire, or stop
in ghost towns. Beware the long grass and mutant bikers. Don’t roll
down the window for strangers, but do give them a lift. Travel by
horse and buggy, sneaker and bag, or get behind the wheel, but hit
the dusty trail and head into the unknown.
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“WHAT A NIGHT, DOLLY.”
It was darker than I’d ever seen it. Black clouds about near covered
the whole sky. The moon was little more than a faint glow of silver
trying its best to shine.
Which meant the road was almost pitch black. I had to turn on my
brights just to see ten feet in front of me, and even then I needed to
squint. Brights would be a problem, but it wasn’t like there were any
other cars out here. Besides, I was the one driving the truck. Be a
whole lot worse if I crashed than some tiny Impala that could fit on
my hood.
It was nights like this where I worried about falling asleep. It was
hard not to doze off when the whole world was dark. I had Dolly Parton cranked up as loud as she could go to keep me awake.
Stopping wasn’t an option, of course. Not with a delivery. I had
about a day and a half before it was due, which was about how long it
would take me to get to Seattle. I needed to keep moving.
So I kept on through the night, down a bare, lonely stretch of I-70 in
the middle of Nowhere, Kansas, listening to Dolly sing her heart out.
That is, until a voice crackled onto my CB radio.
“Howdy, howdy. Anybody got their ears on out there? This is Wally
World.”
I nearly jumped in my seat. It was real strange for someone to be
hailing me out here, especially at this time of night. Reluctantly, I
turned Dolly down and clicked on my CB.
“Affirmative, Wally World. Got something to say?”
“10-4, ma’am. Got some gators all over the road here just past Exit
221 going west. Darn things nearly bounced me off the road. You
going the same way?”
“Affirmative. Thanks for the tip, Wally World.”
“10-4.”
The radio static faded. I sat up in my seat and kept an even closer
eye on the road, watching for those gators. It was strange to hear another voice out here. I thought I was alone.
I might as well have been, though.
I shook my head and went to turn Dolly back up when the same
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voice came on the radio again with a bustle of static.
“What’s your handle, by the way?”
“Bubba.”
“Bubba? That’s a strange one.”
“Didn’t ask for your opinion.”
Ahead, my lights caught a glint of white reading Exit 22-something. A second later, a bunch of black lumps appeared on the road.
They didn’t really look like gators, more like potholes, but they were
probably what Wally was talking about. Ripped up bits of tire scattered across both lanes. Couldn’t avoid all of them, so I swerved over
the smallest ones. A few bumps and I was clear.
“Just passed those gators you mentioned, Wally.”
“That’s real good, now. Happy to help, Bubba.”
Above, the tiny little sliver of silver darkened completely, leaving
no light at all. All I could see was the little bit of road in front of me.
It was like darkness was pressing against me on both sides. I didn’t
like it. It seemed darker than should have been possible.
“Hey Bubba, you wanna talk?”
“CB ain’t the place for talking, Wally.”
“Sure, but who’s gonna care? We’re the only ones out here. Might
as well keep each other company.”
I didn’t respond. I had to focus on the road. Besides, radio was for
tips and callouts. Not conversation.
Wally didn’t seem to get that, though.
“You got any family, Bubba?”
“Course I got family. What kind of question is that?”
“Where they at?”
“Ain’t your business, Wally.”
“I ain’t got a family. Least, not one that wants me anymore.”
“Didn’t ask for your life story, Wally.”
“I know, I know. Just haven’t had anyone to talk to lately. Well, that
ain’t quite true. Just today I picked up the most peculiar of ladies on
the side of the road, asking for a ride. All dressed in white, face a
little dirty, real quiet.”
“Not sure you’d know what quiet was, Wally.”
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“Wasn’t much for conversation, though. Didn’t even tell me her
name. And you wanna know something strange?”
“No, but you’re gonna tell me anyway, ain’t you.”
“Left behind one of her gloves. Only one of them. This shimmery
white thing. It’s real pretty to look at.”
“That’s nice, Wally. Now pay a little more attention to the road and
a little less to talking.”
“Alright.”
I settled back into my chair. For a second, I thought I saw another
glint of white. All the way out in the fields, strangely enough. Didn’t
see anything when I looked back, though.
“One more thing, Bubba.”
I groaned.
“Looks like there’s a deer on the side of the road here. Poor thing.
Make sure you don’t hit it.”
“Any markers, Wally? Actually, how far ahead of me even are you?
CB signal doesn’t reach very far.”
I squinted through my window, trying to look for any headlights in
the distance. There was nothing there, though. Just darkness.
“Probably at the edge of your range. But anyway, this girl, she almost reminded me of my daughter. Half why I picked her up in the
first place. Similar height, same dark hair. I could almost picture my
daughter in her place.”
“Is that right?”
“I’m serious! Even her quiet manner. That’s how my daughter used
to be.”
“Used to?”
“Yeah. Been a few years now since she passed.”
“Oh. Sorry, Wally.”
“I miss her like hell. After she passed, everything fell apart for me.
Wife left, son ran off to the army. Truck’s the only one I got left.”
I couldn’t help but think of my own family. Weren’t many of us
anymore. And I couldn’t remember the last time any of them called
me.
“I know what you mean, Wally. I wish I didn’t, but I do.”
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“10-4, Bubba. Least we got each other for the night.”
“Sure, Wally. Least we got each other.”
Maybe it was good to have someone else to talk to. I didn’t know
what to say, though. What did people even talk about these days?
I waited until Wally said something again.
“I just can’t get her off my mind. I keep looking at that glove, remembering that woman and imagining if she’d been my daughter
instead. There were so many things I wanted to tell her.”
I was silent for a moment.
“I didn’t leave things so great with my sister, before she died. Always regretted that.”
“Look at us, Bubba. Sharing our feelings. Almost like we’re
friends.”
“Wouldn’t go that far.”
“Aww. Whatever you say, Bubba.”
The deer Wally mentioned came into view. A poor heap on the
shoulder, half splayed out onto the road. It looked mangled. Real
mangled, in fact. Like several cars had run the thing over.
“Passed the deer, Wally.”
“My daughter used to love deer, you know. Thought they were just
the cutest things. She would always point and smile when she saw
one.”
“What was her name?”
“Oh, she had the prettiest name, Bubba. My wife and I picked it the
moment we saw her. It was—”
The radio cut out abruptly.
“Wally? You broke up there.”
Silence.
“Wally?”
The radio came back to life with a burst of static.
“Sorry, Bubba.”
“What happened?”
“I thought I saw something. In the fields.”
He sounded quiet. I could barely hear him.
“Speak up, Wally. What’d you see?”
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“It was nothing.”
“If you saw something, tell me. I’ll be passing whatever it might
have been.”
He was quiet for a moment.
“I thought I saw her.”
“Her?”
“My daughter. Or that woman. I don’t know.”
“That doesn’t make any sense, Wally.”
“I know it doesn’t. That’s why I didn’t want to say anything. Just
forget about it.”
“Forgotten, Wally.”
We rode in silence for a few minutes.
“So, how long you been alone for, Bubba?
“A while. Decade, maybe.”
“Well now, that’s even longer than me. You’re a veteran at this, ain’t
you?”
“Sure am, Wally. What about you?”
“Well, it’s been—”
He cut out again.
“Wally?”
“I swear I saw her again.”
“Come on now, Wally.”
“I ain’t lying! She was there, just standing in the field. All dressed
in white and everything! She looked at me, too! I swear it! Right in
the eyes.”
I felt myself shudder. He sounded like he really believed it. But
people saw things out in the dark.
“I think you need to pull over, Wally.”
“No, I need to go back for her! I ain’t just going to—”
“Jesus!”
Tires screeched across pavement over the radio.
“Wally! What now?”
“Oh my god.”
“Wally, talk to me!”
“I hit her. I just hit that woman. Oh my god.”
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“You ain’t making sense!”
“She was in the road! Right in front of me. Came out of nowhere. I
didn’t even have time to break. God, I gotta go check on her.”
I heard his door slam, some shuffling sounds, then silence. He returned with a click of his truck door.
“I can’t find her! I’m gonna go look around.”
“Wally, wait! You got a portable CB?”
“Yeah.”
“Take it with you.”
“Fine.”
He shut off the radio. I waited a minute and didn’t hear anything.
“Hello?”
Still nothing.
It was a long few minutes of driving before Wally’s voice finally
came back over the radio.
“You there, Bubba?”
“I’m here, Wally. Where have you been?”
“I can’t find her. But I see a bit of white fabric in the ditch, and
some trampled stalks. She must have gone into the fields. I’m going
after her.”
“Wally, wait for me. Don’t go out there alone.”
“She might be hurt, Bubba. I’m going.”
He started grunting and breathing heavily into the radio. He was
running.
“Miss! It’s me, from earlier! I ain’t trying to hurt you! I even got the
glove you left! Don’t run!”
“Wally, get back in your truck. It’s dangerous out there alone.”
“There’s more fabric, Bubba!”
He kept on running, his breathing getting faster and louder. I still
couldn’t see any lights ahead of me. No truck. I should have come
across it, with the distance I’d gone.
“Woah! There’s a river! Running right through this field. Nearly
fell into the thing! And her trail’s gone. Where’d she go? Did she go
in? No. Oh god, I think she went in.”
“Wally, hold on now.”
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I heard splashing.
“Miss! Miss! Oh my god, I can see her. She’s floating downstream!
Miss, you gotta swim! Miss, I’m—”
He stopped.
“It’s not her.”
“Wally, get out of that river.”
“It’s my daughter.”
He let out a shaky, staticky breath.
“I’d recognize that hair anywhere. I can’t believe it.”
“Wally, you’re seeing things!”
“Honey! Honey, it’s me! It’s your father! Bubba, she ain’t looking
back. I think she’s hurt. Oh god, I gotta go help her! Hold on, honey!
I’m coming!”
“Wally, stop!”
Silence.
“Wally!”
Only static.
“Goddamnit!”
I drove until I was sure I was up to the point the radio would have
reached. But I didn’t see anything. No truck. No skid marks. Nothing.
“What in the hell?”
The radio shut off. No more static.
Dolly’s voice started blasting on the speakers, without me pressing
anything.
“What in the world just happened?”
Out of the corner of my eye, in my rearview mirror, I caught a
glimpse of something. Something white. I looked up.
There, in the middle of the road, stood a white figure. Black hair,
white clothes. Two white gloves on her hands.
One was covered with mud.
A burst of static came through on the radio.
The woman slowly raised her muddied hand. She wiggled her
gloved fingers one by one, like she was waving. She stared right at
me. Through the mirror. I was sure of it.
I pressed on the pedal and drove.
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Until I was alone again.
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Eric Dunn

Eric Dunn is a third-year social work student at The Ohio State
University. He has a passion for writing, particularly in the genres of
sci-fi and fantasy, which he always seems to fall into even when he
sets out to write realistic stories. It’s honestly a problem.
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EAST
The Wood was done calling to Eden Whimsey. It was past that.
Moss starts to grow in the corners of her bedroom floor on Tuesday, little quarter-sized spots of green fluff that one of her mothers
plucks up from the carpet and tosses outside her window with little
thought.
Except when Eden wakes up the next day, the patches are back.
And this time they’re the size of her hand.
Eden is eight, old enough to know that moss doesn’t normally grow
in the corners of people’s rooms, but young enough not to think it
mysterious or magical, just odd. Maybe it happens to some people,
but certainly no one who would ever tell her about it. Still, she tucks
her plush blankets and dirty laundry over the new growth before running to catch the bus. She needs to inspect it later without Mama or
Mom interfering.
The house is too simple sometimes, too clean, too logical. She
wants to swim in lakes where she can’t touch the bottom even on her
tippy-toes and climb trees way taller than the ones lining their street.
She wants to cartwheel places instead of walking there and sprint
down hills just to see how fast she can go before she trips and falls
and tumbles the rest of the way down.
Her moms are always worried about her scraping her knees or
staining her shorts. They don’t like Eden bringing in her homemade
mud stews from the backyard to the house and she’s seen how Mama
delicately sets traps after yelping at a small, scurrying mouse in the
kitchen. They like when her adventures take place at school and in
between the pages of books. Eden doesn’t think they know that discomfort is a necessary side effect of exploration. She decides she can
handle this moss thing herself.
With a little trial and error, she finds the moss doesn’t grow as fast
if pieces aren’t thrown out the window. Even so, by the weekend the
moss has started climbing up the walls and not a day goes by where
Mom doesn’t point out the suspiciously large piles of laundry in every corner of Eden’s room. At least the bump in her floorboards is
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easier to hide.
Of course Eden checks to make sure it wasn’t a giant hornet hive or
a rabid raccoon or even a little family of mice she could warn about
the traps. When she kneels down and peers into that small crack
between the floorboards, red curls falling in her face, all she finds
is a thick, twisting root. She is pretty sure the big maple in her front
yard is to blame. Now that’s a good climbing tree, if only any of the
branches were close enough for her to reach.
The Saturday after the moss appears, Eden wakes up to a keening
sound, high pitched and more annoying than she’d like to admit. It’s
not Mom’s alarm, she knows what that sounds like, so she wobbles
out of bed (almost tripping on her topsy-turvy floorboards) to find
the source.
There’s nothing in the kitchen or the bathrooms or even the basement that looks like it could produce such a piercing noise but the
moment Eden swings open their front door, the keening stops.
She doesn’t know what she expects to find outside, but it certainly
isn’t the distortion of space and time that she sees.
Starting at the very threshold of the door, instead of the flowerpot-lined, cobbled walkway that has been there for Eden’s entire life,
a wide gravel road stretches out in front of her. On either side of the
road are tall trees casting big shadows, their branches all weaved
and tangled together. The moss climbing up their trunks is a familiar
shade of green. The trees stretch left and right into the distance; for
all Eden can see, the forest and its road have erased her driveway,
the patch of grass that was her front yard. It has erased her entire
neighborhood.
There’s a post a few feet in front of her, smack dab in the middle of
the gravel and holding a sign.
“The Walking Wood welcomes You. Watch your step.”
WEST
Warren Switch doesn’t notice the Wood calling to him. He’s too
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busy looking down, watching as a drop from his nose explodes into
red on the cement square of sidewalk he’s standing on.
His nose is throbbing, yes, in time with heart, but for once he
thanks his dark skin for hiding bruises better than his milky-white
counterparts. He just needs it to stop bleeding by the time he walks
in his front door. Otherwise Mom is gonna have a fit and Pops will
call the school and somehow find out exactly what happened, even
though there were no teachers to see Ryan’s elbow smash right into
Warren’s nose.
That’s how Warren knows Ryan meant it. He knows Ryan’s mom
teaches self-defense and he remembers last week when Ryan told
the whole class the strongest, hardest part of their bodies, their best
weapons, were their elbows. Maybe Warren should’ve kept his mouth
shut about the dandelions. Maybe Ryan’s mom should keep her mouth
shut more, too.
He’s too young, too ignorant of blood-borne pathogens and city
cleaning to realize his blood will cause logistical trouble for anyone
but him. He’s walking home from school alone, so no one is there to
tell him otherwise. It’s almost like the red splats are breadcrumbs,
guiding him home, but he can’t take a step until the next one hits the
ground.
“You alright, honey?” Ms. Jada is sitting on her pretty green porch
in her chair, reading. Warren jerks his head up and shines a smile her
way, feeling a little bit of blood still beading on his top lip.
“Yes, ma’am!” Warren can see her brow crunched in concern from
here. “Just a nosebleed.”
“Alright, get home safe, and tell your mother hello for me!” She
calls across the street.
“‘Course, Ms. Jada!” Warren continues on his way, not resuming
his practice of following his bloody breadcrumbs until he’s around
the corner and out of Ms. Jada’s sight. She’s nice alright, but not
so good with secrets. She tells Mom everything, except when she’s
watching Warren and his brothers and gives them all two slices of
cake instead of just one.
His brothers. He can’t tell them about what happened either. Well,
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maybe if he changes a few things. But if he tells them how he looked
down his nose at Ryan and said, “Earth hates you when you pull
dandelions. I hope it doesn’t forgive you”, they’ll never let him live it
down. Every time they see a dandelion from now on, it’ll be a whole
thing.
He’s already promised himself a million times he’s not gonna make
fun of baby Willa like they do him when it comes time. Ma says Willa’s in her “terrible twos” right now but Warren thinks she’s so cute
with her perfect curls and chubby brown cheeks, he doesn’t think
he’ll ever be able to find something wrong with her.
He’s still thinking about how Willa might be the only one
who won’t care about his nose when he walks into the tree.
It’s more surprising than painful (the tree misses his nose just barely) but Warren still feels the scratches it leaves when he wipes off
pieces of bark from his cheek. Looking down to brush off his shirt,
too, Warren catches sight of his feet and frowns.
He’s on the last square of sidewalk.
Past that, a wide gravel road stretches out in front of him, big
enough for a car but clearly not meant for one. The tree that bodyslammed him is only the first of its kind. It echoes backwards into a
forest that Warren is fairly certain he’s never seen before. But still,
he’s eight and he knows it. He’s accepted that there are certain parts
of the world he doesn’t completely understand yet, and this must be
one of them. Maybe he took a wrong turn somewhere. Maybe this
forest has always been here, just waiting for him to find it.
A metal sign nailed to one of the trees reads: “Welcome to the
Walking Wood. Watch Your head.”
NORTH
Before the Wood can call for her, Naomi Cho finds it herself.
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SOUTH
Safa Ayad calls for the Wood and it calls back to her.
She’s actually a little surprised that anyone hears her, that anyone is
listening while she is crying in the woods as snow falls and the sun
is slinking behind the skyline.
Thinking about it, crying is too sterile a word. She’s trying her
best to get this disgusting emotion, this concentrated pain out of her
little body as quickly and efficiently as she can. Her main methods
at the moment include sobbing and shrieking and tearing the only
glove she could find before she left the house off of her left hand and
chucking it as far away from herself as possible. All of this is aimed
at the trees and the sky and Allah and anyone else who had any part
in taking her sister from her.
Raging.
She’s raging in the woods.
(People don’t tell you about the rage of little girls. It might be our
best kept secret. Little boys don’t rage at the sky when they’re little
because they have the rest of their life to do so. The rage of little girls
is pure and potent and buried in an instant, as soon as you tell them
to “be nice” or “talk softer”. Little boys don’t dream about lighting
forestfires or casting spells on their classmates. They don’t imagine
pencils as bones when they crack them in half.)
In between screams that tear at her throat, Safa keeps thinking
about how death has caught her off guard.
She thought it was big and wide, like a storm cloud that whips
up everything in its path into chaos. But the uniformed death that
walked up her front steps and knocked on their door and softly told
her father what had happened was sneaky and simple and sharp. It’s
not a storm cloud, it’s a knife sliding into meat all the way to its hilt.
There is no self-consciousness in her bleeding grief. How could
there be? She’s eight and she’s alone and she knows she is righteous
in this. No one’s here to tell her to stop. Only the trees are around and
all they can do is listen and listen and listen.
After a few minutes, Safa’s little body is dehydrated from all the
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tears running down her face and maybe even a little from spitting on
the ground while she alternates between the two curses she knows.
She feels a headache creeping up her temples, too, so she decides it’s
time for a pause.
There will be time to rage tomorrow. Amayah isn’t going to get
un-hit by a car anytime soon. Her head turns, scanning for a tree she
can sit against until she’s ready to make her way back to her emptier
house when she notices a long road winding through the trees.
It stops an inch from her feet. She doesn’t remember if she’s seen
this before and she doesn’t much care. Safa is distracted and right
now, that is a good thing. There’s a carved wood sign on a post a few
feet away, but it’s too dark now for Safa to read it.
She steps on the path anyway.
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on Instagram @princecaraline.
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A Vessel For Freedom
Betty Brink
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“THERE’S A LOT OF MISCONCEPTIONS about what being a
Glove is like,” the voice on the radio was that of Michelle Chantarelle, an influencer for Best Fit Industries. “I love my job, and I know
I’m doing something important, on a personal level, for all of my
Pilots.”
The radio came in a bit scratched up, but GoodTalk was the only
free station left, and I could not afford a subscription to the music
channels. The sound of it helped me ignore the rumbling from my
car’s engine. I knew it didn’t have long, and when it was dead, I wasn’t
sure how I would be able to get to work. Traffic was stagnant in the
110 degree heat. I only had to take my foot off the brake to inch
forward every few minutes, which meant I wasn’t using much gas,
so it was a blessing in disguise, even if I had already soaked myself
in sweat and nullified the shower I had taken before leaving home. I
wondered why I even bothered—it would save water and money if I
hadn’t.
“Do you remember any of it?” the radio host asked. He could not
have been more obviously reading from a script. I wondered how he
had gotten his job. I could have added more flair and personality to
the conversation than he did.
“No,” she answered. “Those memories are locked in through the
program, so the Pilot gets an experience truly their own. I have had
people send me videos, though.”
“What do you say to your critics? Some claim the brain implant
causes damage.”
“All jobs have their risks, but technology is advancing. I’ve never
had a problem.”
“What about those who claim Pilots don’t have the Glove’s best
interests at heart?”
“All industries have imperfect customers, and that’s more likely to
happen in the underground scene, where you have to vet clients yourself. Using a service like Best Fit, you know you’re in good hands.”
The engine sputtered. Light gray smoke trickled out from the
cracks on the hood of my twenty-three year old sedan. I was in the
center lane of a seven lane highway, and not yet halfway to work. I
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had hoped the car had a few more months left. Just five years ago, I
thought I had what it took to be a stunt driver. Instead of suffering in
traffic right now, I should have been driving on big stretches of open
road in exotic cars, showcasing for advertisements, or even burning
rubber for big budget action movies. I didn’t make the cut. The industry cared more for connections than skill. It seemed that pretty soon,
I wouldn’t be driving at all.
“Can you give some examples of how your job as a Glove for Best
Fit helps people?” I was sure the script had been written by a company representative. It was practically an advertisement. Everything on
the radio was, these days.
“Well, I’m young, beautiful, and healthy. A lot of people don’t have
that luxury. So I provide people with that experience. I’m blessed to
be a vessel for their freedom.”
The trickle of smoke became a flood, and covered my windshield. I
banged my head on the top of my steering wheel in frustration. “No!
No! No!” I cried out, clenching my hands on the wheel. I turned the
hazard lights on, and called emergency services. The cars around me
were honking. This was going to push me farther in the red than I
already was. I needed a new plan.
“Some say being a Glove is an easy job. Would you agree?” The
radio host asked in the same monotone voice.
Michelle Chantarelle giggled. “It can seem like that sometimes. I
just go to sleep, and wake up a few hours later, or the next day, or the
next week, or whenever. Sometimes I feel exhausted.”
I turned the car off.
A few days later, I walked into the headquarters of Best Fit Industries. Without my car, I could no longer work as a delivery driver. All
I needed to be a Glove was me, and that was all I had.
The vast lobby had a ceiling nearly three stories high, with glass
doors all the way up the front, and the entire room appeared to be cut
from one solid piece of marble—floors, walls, and ceiling. The only
furniture was a receptionist’s desk made from the same white marble
as everything else. I had no idea where the light was coming from,
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but the room was bright.
“Hi, welcome to Best Fit Industries, how can we find your best fit?”
The receptionist smiled ear to ear and spoke in a corporate sing-song
voice.
“I wanna be a Glove,” I said.
She took a clipboard from beneath the counter and placed it on top
of the desk, and handed me a pen. “Fill out these forms please.”
There were twenty pages of paperwork: a psychological evaluation,
health questions, lifestyle, family history, you name it. It took me an
hour to fill out, hunched over the desk, as there was nowhere to sit.
When I was done, I handed it back to her. One by one, she slid the
papers into a machine under her desk. She pressed a button beneath
the counter, and instructed me to wait. Five minutes later, an elevator
with golden doors at the back of the room opened.
“You are welcome to proceed,” she said.
The elevator was gold on the inside as well, aside from the mirrored floor and ceiling, which made it seem as if I was standing on
infinity. There were two buttons: Up, and Lobby. I pressed Up.
The elevator opened to another solid white room with white panel
lighting in the ceiling. People wearing labcoats were walking back
and forth holding clipboards, or sitting behind white half-walls at
white desks in white chairs, typing on white computers. There wasn’t
a speck of dust in the place.
One of the smiley-faced labcoat employees greeted me, and told me
they would need to run more tests. I was led to room after room: made
to run on a treadmill while hooked up to some sort of heart monitor,
my reflexes were evaluated by a doctor, my brain was scanned while
I was shown flashes of random images, and meetings with several different psycho-analysts. By the time the testing was completed,
over twelve hours had passed. At the very end, I was made to sign
a mountain of paperwork; I glanced over it briefly. Non-disclosure
agreements, liability, payment. Best Fit Industries would take a percentage for matching a Glove with a Pilot, and another percentage on
top of that to pay for the brain implant surgery required, until that
was paid off—interest applied, of course. It didn’t look like it would
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be as much money as I was made to believe I would get, but it was
still better than what I was making at my last job. After signing, I
was told I would be contacted if I made the cut.
The next morning I received a phone call. There was a Pilot interested in purchasing some of my time. It made me feel good about
myself to be matched so quickly—I knew I had that special something that made me valuable in a way that didn’t fit with conventional
work.
I didn’t want to think about what the brain surgery entailed in gory
detail. I knew it required drilling a hole into your skull behind the
left ear, and installing some sort of hardware through which they
would be able to plug in the transmitter that would wirelessly connect me to the Pilot. The transmitter would be removable, a different
one used for each Pilot, so the connection could not be hacked. I
thought about growing my hair out to hide the port. I didn’t want my
neighbors or random people at the supermarket to know what I was
doing for a living.
When it came time to connect me for the first time, they had me
put on a Best Fit jumpsuit—to ensure the privacy of both myself and
the Pilot, whose chosen clothing would be waiting for them in the
next room—and sat me down in a small, white room, in which there
was only a single white chair, and the doors blended in to the white
paneled walls.
“Will I wake up here, like this, too?” I asked as I sat down. I was
stalling a bit, preparing myself for the procedure. I thought about
what Michelle Chantarelle had said on the radio.
The smiley-faced labcoat wearing employee rolled his lips in to his
mouth. “If all goes well,” he said. And with that, I heard the sound of
the metal clicking inside my head as he pressed the transmitter in to
the port, and connected me to the Pilot.
I woke up in a hospital bed. The sound of rhythmic beeping simultaneously comforted and worried me; it was stable, but why was it
necessary? I looked down at my legs. They were under a blanket, and
I couldn’t move them. “Hey!” I called out.
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A nurse popped her head in. “Oh,” she said. “You’re awake. Let’s
get you more comfortable.” She entered the room and adjusted the
bed so I was leaning a bit upright.
“What’s wrong with me?”
“Your legs are broken, and they’re burned, but you’ll recover,” she
said.
“Burned?” I asked. “Why?”
“I don’t know sir. Would you like me to turn the TV on for you?”
I gritted my teeth, trying not to take it out on her. “Fine,” I said.
Maybe the old boob-tube would help me to pretend this wasn’t happening.
An hour later, I had a visitor. Another all too smiley employee from
Best Fit Industries, this one dressed in a white suit and carrying a
white briefcase. “We’re going to need to terminate your contract,” he
explained. “A worn out Glove isn’t the best fit for our clientele, you
see. Of course, the fees for the implant, and all medical expenses
will have to be covered. Please sign this form to indicate you’ve been
informed of your termination.”
I took the pen in my hand, knowing I had no choice but to sign.
“How much did that Pilot pay you guys to do this to me?”
“That information is confidential,” the man said. “And between
you and me, I don’t have it.”
He was just another cog in the machine, doing his job. I knew I
couldn’t take it out on him, either. There was no one for me to hold
accountable for what had happened. It still seemed like a dream, like
I would wake up at any moment in my dingy apartment and go back
to my job as a delivery driver.
After he left, I decided to watch TV. There was nothing else I could
do. The advertising block lasted thirty minutes straight—but some
of them were worth watching on their own, bigger budgeted, with
special effects, or a celebrity cameo.
A commercial for the latest supercar started: the camera swept over
an empty road on some exotic green hillside, zooming into a single vehicle taking the curves, smooth as butter, at over two-hundred
miles-per-hour. The screen flashed through various camera angles,
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displaying the car from the front, the rear, the side, as it zoomed
freely down the open road.
I paused the commercial, and rewound it, watching it again, and
again, pausing it here, and there, and squinting hard at the TV. In the
sideview mirror, I knew what I saw. It was my face. I was the driver.
With the TV still paused, I lay back in my bed, and stared at the
ceiling. I rubbed the titanium port on the side of my head, and tried
my best to remember what it felt like to drive that car down that road,
but the memory escaped me.
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“WHO’S A GOOD BOY? YEA, you are, aren’t you, buddy?” Mark
gives me a long ear scratch, and I wag my tail appreciatively.
He wraps his arm around me, pulling me into his side. I can hear
his stomach rumbling. I wonder if we’ll eat today.
Mark’s brow furrows. He leans back against a dirty concrete wall
that smells of dozens of other dogs who were here before me.
He glances sheepishly at passers-by on the sidewalk, looking between them and a stained coffee cup missing its lid that Mark has set
in front of us.
I recognize it, of course. Mark trained me long ago not to knock it
over.
He trained me in a lot of things: how to sit and how to stay, how to
beg and how to play. How to be a good boy, and his best friend.
Mark’s jacket blows open in the wind, zipper broken. He huddles a
little bit closer to me. I rest a paw on his arm, holding him in return.
A woman on the street hurries past, her fragrant and overstuffed
grocery bags knocking against her thighs. My mouth waters; she
doesn’t look down.
Mark scratches behind my ear again. He says I’m a good boy. He
fustles with my collar, dragging his nails along the spots that I can’t
reach myself.
I close my eyes and throw my weight against Mark. He laughs and
hugs me.
“Love you, Billy-boy.”
A tiny girl shuffling down the street hand-in-hand with a man who
looks just like her can’t stop looking at me, and drags her father towards Mark and I, squealing.
It’s hard to guess how old humans are, but this one hasn’t matured
from her puppy stage yet. Her curious eyes still fill most of her face,
fingers stubby as they knot themselves in my fur.
“Kacey! You can’t just pet random dogs. What if he’s not friendly?”
The man reprimands Kacey, but she resists her father’s pull. Mark
puts his hand on me, too, and looks up from his seated position on
the ground.
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“Don’t worry, he’s never bitten anyone. She’s welcome to pet him if she wants. I know he really enjoys it.”
The man’s eyes soften a little bit.
Mark looks at me. “His name’s Billy.”
The man lets out a short ‘huh’ while the girl continues to run her
hands through my matted fur.
“Good boy, Billy!” The girl’s voice is high and eager, and her face
is bright and flushed with excitement. Her father echoes her.
I lean into the girl’s rubs, and she grins in response.
“Thanks for letting me pet your dog, Mister.”
Mark smiles gently, nodding. “I’m sure if Billy could talk he’d be thanking you. He loves the attention.”
Kacey crouches beside me while Mark and the man speak to each
other in slightly hushed tones.
“Tough times, eh?” The man asks, in a way that’s more of a statement than a question.
Mark nods again.
“I feel you. I wish you the best, man. Hopefully you catch a break soon.”
I hear metal clanking against metal, falling from the man’s hand into
Mark’s coffee cup.
“Make sure you guys get something to eat, alright?”
Mark’s eyes redden as he thanks the man.
The girl’s father hustles her along, wishing us a good night.
I wish they weren’t leaving.
They seemed like they were good for Mark.
After the man and the girl are gone, Mark stands up. I stand, too.
“No, buddy, you’re gonna wait here. I’ll just be a minute.”
Mark ties the rope around my neck to a nearby sign, and disappears inside a building across the street.
Most of the people passing look at me, but don’t stop. They give
me a wide breadth, like they’re afraid. Maybe I smell; it’s been ages
since I’ve had a bath.
Mark is true to his word, and back within minutes. He skips towards me with a bag in his hands, and fresh excitement in his eyes.
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“You hungry, boy?”
I yip my confirmation, furiously wagging. Mark opens his bag.
He unscrews the lid of a plastic jar, and I smell peanut butter. I jump
around, excited. Mark grins, and takes out a piece of pale bread. He
smears a thick, generous heap across the bread with a plastic spoon,
and holds it out in front of me.
I pluck it gingerly from his hand, and chow down while Mark fixes
his own meal. He laughs at me as I lick peanut butter from my nose,
sniffing the jar.
As day turns to evening and evening turns to night, Mark and I
walk. He barely holds onto my leash, knowing I would never leave
him.
Mark tries to find somewhere that might offer a bit of shelter for the
night. We pass metal bus station benches with armrests dissecting
the seats into thirds, all filled by eyes that follow as we pass.
I don’t think they like us, so we keep walking.
Eventually, we reach a grassy park, and Mark heaves a sigh of relief. Here, the lamp posts are few and far between, the trees clumped
closer together. We follow a dirt path to a clearing, and Mark settles
us at a nearby picnic table. He takes off his backpack, stretching.
“I think this is home for the night, Billy-boy.” I lick his hand. “That
work for you, buddy?”
I grab a nearby stick between my teeth and stare impatiently until
he tosses it for me.
“That’a
boy.”
We play fetch for a while before Mark settles down at the table,
yawning.
He lights a stranger’s abandoned cigarette, puffing on it as he unzips his bag. He pulls on an old pair of gloves from within the backpack and takes out a blanket, threadbare and thin enough to carry
around everywhere. It’s tucked in between the folds of a dollar store
tarp. Mark lays the blanket down atop the blue plastic, the two layers barely a buffer between us and the dirt. We make ourselves as
comfortable as we can. Mark’s face softens as he inhales the crisp
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autumn air.
I nuzzle up next to him, the breath from my nose fluffing the wild
brown hair on his head. He throws an arm around me, and pulls the
blanket around us both.
“You’re my good, good boy, Billy-boy.”
Mark finally lets his eyes close, and so do I.
I wake up before Mark does, the thick shroud of night still surrounding us. A harsh beam, and two deep, male voices break through
it, rousing me.
I let out a quiet bark to alert Mark, nudging him.
He stirs as the men adjust their position to my sound. “Sounds like
a dog, Mikey. Watch your back.”
“Ain’t no mutt gonna fuck with me, man.”
Their laughter mixes together. I watch them elbowing each other
in the sides as they walk towards us. They shine a flashlight into our
eyes as Mark rises to a sitting position and squints.
Their demeanour changes, backs becoming rigid and lips hardening.
“Gotta move on, buddy. This ain’t a damn motel.” One of the men
kicks our blanket with his boot, leaving a wet print of fresh dew.
Mark stifles a yawn, and looks between them. “I’m not hurting
anyone, guys. I’m just catching a few Zzz’s. I’ll be gone by morning.
Promise.”
The men shake their heads. “You gotta leave, man. You and your
mutt. No one’s allowed in city parks after eleven PM. That’s the law.”
The shorter, stockier man reaches into his pocket, looking at his
partner. “Fucking vagrants.”
Mark crumples in on himself a little. “Man, can’t even find somewhere to sleep.” I see the tear glistening in Mark’s eye as he mutters
to himself.
“What was that, punk?”
Mark straightens. “I said I was moving on, Officer. Just gimme a
second.”
“Better move faster, or we might gotta bring you in.”
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Mark quickly stuffs his blanket into the bag, his back to the men.
“Bet we’d be doing him a favour. Indoors, for a night. Maybe a
plate of hot food in the morning, if the fucker’s really lucky.” The
shorter man seems to do most of the talking.
Mark hastens, and softens his tone. “Please, guys. You don’t gotta
be like that. We’re leaving.” He tucks his arm around my neck, and
gives me a quick pat. I lean into his hand, eyeing the unfamiliar men
nervously.
I watch their brows raise, and tuck my tail between my legs.
They don’t look at Mark while they speak. “He’s really gonna tell
us how we don’t gotta be, huh?” The man chuckles a little, darkly.
“Little punk’s gonna tell us how to do our jobs?”
Mark shakes his head back and forth while the men laugh, gesturing for him to stand.
“No, Sir, Officers, please - I didn’t mean -” Mark starts stuttering,
and steps towards me.
“You’re coming with us, kid. If you cooperate, you can get a few
hours of sleep on the holding cell floor. Should be thanking me.” One
of the men scans the area to make sure all of Mark’s few belongings
are packed away.
“But—my dog, he’s—”
“God, do we gotta call animal control too, now? Put your pooch in
the pound?” The taller one speaks up, voice surprisingly harsh.
“No! No, sir.”
Mark turns to me, hand on the side of my face. He wiggles his
fingers behind my ear.
“Go on, Billy-boy. We’ll find each other again.” I lick salt from his
cheek. “We always do.”
I whine while Mark follows the men away from me.
I trail behind, but not too close.
“Get! Go on!” The men shout back at me, while Mark murmurs
that I’m a good boy.
Concrete replaces the grass under my paws, and one of the men
opens a car door, vehicle chirping like a mechanical bird.
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Mark hesitates. “Come on, please. Just let me leave, you’re not gonna see me again-”
“Just get in the car, kid. City’s cracking down on vagrants.”
One of the men puts his hand on Mark’s shoulder, and folds him
into the back seat.
I hear Mark’s door slam shut, and watch the men climb into the
front of the car. I watch as warm lights flicker on, and feel the thrum
of the engine through my untrimmed nails against the pavement.
Mark looks back at me through the rearview window.
I can’t hear him, but his mouth is moving. I think I know what he’s
saying.
I scamper behind the car for a block or two until slowing to a walk
underneath the street lights shining down on the cracked sidewalk.
It doesn’t take long for Mark to move out of sight. He slips from my
view with his eyes glued to mine, palm pressed to the window.
I pad along slowly in the same direction as the car, wandering alone
down the open road.
Wherever Mark is going, I will, too.
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A

FTER 35 YEARS OF SUPERHERO work, Jim set out on
the road. He was tired of life, tired of all the fighting, of all
the cheering. He wanted a break from it all. Jim decided
he would drive across America and just take in the sights.
Technically, Jim could have flown across America, at up to 400
mph, instead of driving. He was sick of his powers, though. He promised himself he wouldn’t use his powers for at least a year. No x-ray
vision, no flying, no invisibility, nothing. He just wanted to be a regular American, not the freak that they made him. He renounced it
all—the powers, the self-righteous group of heroes, the villains, everything that came with it. Let the world save itself. He wanted none
of it.
Jim hadn’t driven since he was a teenager, before he developed
flying powers. He had missed it. As he drove through the middle
of Pennsylvania, corn fields standing at each side of him, he sighed
contentedly. He could see nothing and no one on the road in front of
him. Just empty possibility. Oh, wait! He looked closely and saw a
speck in the distance. Could that be someone?
As he got closer, he saw a disheveled, dusty, maybe even homeless,
man. The middle-aged man stuck out a hand, clothed in a fingerless
glove, and asked for a lift. Jim thought about whether he should pick
this hitchhiker up. Nah. He was done with the good deeds and heroics. He zipped past. But hey, maybe this wasn’t a heroic deed, he
thought. This was just a regular human thing. He didn’t mind company so much. Jim screeched to a halt and backed up to pick up the
man.
“Thanks,” the man said as he got into the passenger seat. “I’ve been
standing out there for hours.”
“No problem.”
“The name’s Nick,” the man said.
“Jim. Nice to meet you.”
“Can’t believe they left me stranded on that heroforsaken road,”
Nick said angrily.
“Who did?” Jim asked curiously.
“Got kicked off a bus,” Nick said. “They realized I didn’t have a
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ticket. No mercy, these people. They just threw me off on the side of
the road.”
“Ah,” Jim said. In the past, he may have been on the side of the
bus driver. It wasn’t right to go on a bus without any money. Nick
deserved the consequences. But now, Jim understood the injustice of
throwing a poor man off a bus with nothing and nowhere to go.
“I can take you where you’re going,” Jim said kindly.
“Nah, it’s probably out of your way. Pittsburgh.”
“No, I can take you there. No problem.”
In fact, it was out of Jim’s way, but he didn’t care. He didn’t have
a specific destination and he didn’t mind going to Pittsburgh. It was
only a few hours.
“Thanks. I got a brother there. He should be able to help me out.
Maybe even pay you for your troubles.”
For the next hour or so, Nick and Jim didn’t talk. Nick seemed
nervous about something, probably because Jim was a stranger. Jim
drove along, lost in his own thoughts. Nick began snoring and Jim
smiled. It had been a long time since he’d heard someone snoring.
He’d lived alone for so long. He missed the simple pleasures of another person’s sleeping presence. He continued smiling until he felt
something cold and hard against his neck.
“You’re going to slow down,” Nick said calmly, his confidence bolstered by his pistol. “And stop on the side of the road.”
Jim looked at Nick with surprise. He supposed the snores were to
put him off guard. It was a shame. He hadn’t enjoyed genuine snores
after all. He slowed down, wondering where this would go.
“Stop here!” Nick ordered.
Jim listened. Once they were at a stop, Nick kept the gun pointing
right at him, and barked gruff orders.
“Slowly step out of the vehicle. Any sudden movements and I shoot
you.”
“So, you’re just taking my car?” Jim asked. “How will I get around?”
“The same way I did, wise guy. Hitchhike.”
“Ah,” Jim said. “So, it’s a reversal of fates. You’ll be the owner of
a beautiful van and I shall be the lonely hitchhiker on the side of the
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road.”
“Look,” Nick said, almost apologetically. “It’s not my fault. You
probably got lots of money and a way to buy a new van. I got nothing
anymore. I need this.”
“Ah, money,” Jim said, as if he had just heard of the concept. “Do
you want that too? If the reversal is to be complete, I would need to
be penniless on the side of the road. I have a few thousand dollars in
my wallet. That would be of use to you, no?”
Nick looked at him dumbfounded.
“Well,” he said, trying to figure out if he was being fooled somehow. “Give it to me. Now!”
“Alright,” Jim said, as he stepped out of his car. He calmly pulled
out his wallet and handed Nick a wad of cash. “Enjoy it!”
Nick got into the driver’s seat, astounded at his good luck. He had
the look of someone who suspected something was wrong but was
gleeful at the prospect that everything was finally right.
“You don’t care?” Nick asked before he drove away. “I got everything from you and you don’t care?”
“Nah, you have fun,” Jim said. “Just be good and if you see a hitchhiker on your way, don’t hesitate to pick him up.”
Jim watched his van drive away, leaving just smoke behind, and he
smiled. This day had turned out to be quite interesting. Jim launched
himself into the air. He promised he wouldn’t use his powers, but
he couldn’t help himself. Soaring through the air, he exalted at the
feeling of the wind rushing through his hair. It had been weeks since
he flew.
Jim landed on the road a few miles ahead of his van and stuck out
his thumb to hitchhike. The van screeched to a halt when it reached
him. Nick rolled down the window and faced Jim with a terrified
expression.
“Do you mind if I get a ride?” Jim asked calmly. “I seem to have
lost my vehicle.”
“What the hell, man? How did you get here?”
“Honestly,” Jim said. “I ask myself the same question every day.”
“No, this isn’t possible,” Nick said. He pulled out a revolver from
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his pocket and pointed it at Jim. His hand shook as he said, “You tell
me what’s going on! Don’t think I won’t shoot.”
“Ah, is that the case?” Jim asked and walked towards the van.
“You’re going to shoot me, huh?”
BAM! BAM! BAM!
Nick emptied the cartridge into Jim’s head. The bullets bounced
harmlessly off his skin. Jim calmly opened the passenger door and
entered the van.
“Don’t mind me,” Jim said. “I just need a ride. Please. Keep driving.”
Nick stared at Jim with growing realization.
“”Wait, wait, wait. I know who you are,” Nick said.
“Yeah, I’m the guy whose van you took earlier.”
“No, no, no. You’re Wonder Man! Yeah! You’re Wonder Man! How
did I not recognize you before?”
“No,” Jim said quietly. “I’m not. I’m Jim.”
Nick raised his hands from the steering wheel, opened the door and
stepped out with his hands above his head.
“Look, I didn’t mean anything by it. It was just a joke. I don’t know
who you are. You don’t know who I am. You just take your van back
and keep driving.”
“Didn’t you need a ride to Pittsburgh? Why don’t you get in and
drive there?”
“Look, sir. You can just go. I’m not looking to bother anyone. You
don’t have to hurt me or put me behind bars.”
“I’m not going to leave you here, Nick. Get in and drive.”
After a bit of prodding, they were back on the road. Nick sat in the
driver’s seat, staring straight ahead at the road. There was something
about laser eyes that got people to listen to Jim’s orders. Not that Jim
had laser eyes. That was Prometheon. But rumors are powerful too.
After a few minutes of driving, Jim spoke up. “Nick, I’m sorry I
scared you there.”
“Oh, it’s okay, Mr. Wonder Man. But why am I still here? Don’t you
usually bring people like me straight to jail?”
“I’m done with that life now, Nick. I’m just Jim. I drive my van.”
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“Oh, good. I was afraid you were going to put me back there again.”
Again? This time, Jim froze. He looked at Nick closely.
“You’re The Rat!”
Nick grimaced.
“I never loved that name,” he said. “I always preferred Nick.”
“You ran around the sewers dressed up as a Rat. What did you
expect people to call you?”
“The Sewer Man?”
“And that’s better than The Rat?”
“Ah, I guess not.”
“How did you end up here?” Jim asked incredulously.
“You left,” The Rat said accusingly. “Why run around a sewer
when no one is looking for you? It’s like playing hide and seek without the seek.”
“I did leave,” Jim said. “The game seemed silly after a while.”
“You caught me! You’re not going to do anything to me now?”
“Nope.”
“Oh, okay. I guess you really are done. Shame.”
“Sorry.”
Jim opened the glove compartment and pulled out a big bag of
chips. He offered some to Nick, who grabbed them eagerly.
“Sorry I tried to kill you earlier,” Nick said, munching on his chips.
“I was scared.”
“It’s okay,” Jim said. “I’m used to people trying to kill me.”
“Also,” Nick said. “Sorry for stealing your van. I am a supervillain
after all. Kinda felt like the thing to do.”
“Yeah, I know. Don’t worry. I didn’t take it personally.”
“What about the money you gave me?”
“You can keep that,” Jim replied warmly.
Nick and Jim drove on with a new understanding growing between
them. Jim remembered Nick was responsible for tens of deaths and
millions in damages, and Jim felt a certain kinship with him. He
understood what it was to hold that responsibility.
“What are you going to do in Pittsburgh?” Jim asked. “Do you
really have a brother there?”
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“”Brother? No, I don’t have a brother. The Orange Lady is there. I
figured she’d be a better nemesis than you. Probably won’t retire in
the middle of our fight.”
Jim knew The Orange Lady as an annoying self-righteous woman.
“No, she probably won’t retire anytime soon,” he said.
Retire. The word sounded strange in Jim’s mouth. Superheroes
didn’t usually retire, but Jim guessed maybe he had.
“Hey, remember our fight on the Brooklyn Bridge?” Nick asked
with a sly smile.
“How could I forget?” Jim laughed. “You smeared the entire bridge
with grease so I couldn’t stop slipping. Were you actually going to
light it on fire?”
“Probably not,” Nick said. “You stopped me though, so we’ll never
know. It would have looked so pretty.”
Jim and Nick reminisced about their glory days until Nick grew
tired. Jim took over driving while Nick snored, genuine snores this
time. They arrived in Pittsburgh.
“Hey, Nick.”
Nick woke mid-snore and grunted.
“You’re sure you want to go here? You don’t have to do this anymore. You can join me on the road.”
“I don’t have a choice, Jim. I don’t have anything else. I need this.”
“Alright.”
Jim took Nick’s directions and drove him to a large opening in
Pittsburgh’s sewer system.
“This is it, I guess. Good luck, Nick.”
“Take care of yourself, Jim. Thanks for the ride.”
Jim watched Nick disappear into the sewer. After all these years,
The Rat hadn’t changed one bit. Jim felt determined not to end up
like that. Where to next? he mused as he drove off. I guess it doesn’t
matter. I’ve just got to keep on moving. The open road beckoned. He
could be anything he wanted.
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HE GAS PUMP CLICKED OFF. Rick tucked the .357
Magnum back in the glove box, stepped out of the car and
into the brisk Texas night, and hung the nozzle back on the

hook.
He glared at the numbers on the screen. Shit. A fill-up nowadays
costs about the same as a goddamn car payment. He looked back at
his baby, ‘69 Stang, his whole world, all black and beautiful like a
thoroughbred. Price keeps going up, he might have to consider retiring her.
Not like it matters anyway.
With a huff and a scoff, he ripped the receipt out, twisted the cap
back on, and turned to enter his car—when a strange man stepped
around the side of the hood, blocking his path.
“Hello, stranger,” the man said. Tattered clothes. Bushy beard as
dark as the sands of the Chihuahuan Desert. Rick pegged him as
homeless. But that couldn’t be right. Homeless people tended to hang
around populated areas. It gave them better access to food and shelter.
A slow, painful death awaited those bold enough to brave the desert
on their own. It was just last year that they found a woman buried,
apparently strangled to death. Not the first either.
The way Rick saw it, if they could send a man to live in space,
anything was possible.
“If you need money, I’m sorry, but I’m all tapped out.” Rick held up
the receipt as proof.
The man shook his head and said, “Not here for your money,
stranger.” He had this big wide smile on his scarred, weathered face.
It looked like someone had taken a hand rake to his eyes. “She’s a
real beauty. ‘68?”
“Nine.”
“Of course.” He pointed at his face. “Eyes aren’t what they used to
be.”
He may have been the happiest, nicest homeless guy Rick had ever
met.
“Need a lift?” Rick asked, pointing west. “On my way to San Di52

ego. I could drop you off.”
“Nah, just came by to say hi. Take a closer look at the car. Be
careful around these parts. People go missing. Some say it’s cartels.
Others say it’s aliens. Don’t know what to believe anymore, really.”
He waved cheerfully. “Goodnight.”
He turned to leave. But leave to where?
“Mister!”
The old man stopped. “Yes?”
“I know you from somewhere?”
The old man laughed. “From another life maybe.”
How can he be so damn happy?
“Where will you go?”
He shrugged. “World’s a big place. I’ll figure it out. I reckon you’ll
figure it out, too.”
And just like that, he was gone, swallowed whole by the shadows.
What an odd old man.
Rick got in the car and shut the door. In the passenger seat lay an
old, beat-up pair of driving gloves. Rick had never seen those gloves
before in his life.
Darkness lay before him, not a soul for miles and miles. To his
left, giant shadows loomed in the distance, gobbling up the stars. Big
Bend Country. Rick imagined this must be what traveling through
space felt like.
To boldly go where no man has gone before.
With his new gloves, he gripped the steering wheel tightly, an impossible task bare-handed. He had the cracked calluses as proof. One
of the many cons of taking a classic on a cross-country trip. Suspension and shocks weren’t like you’d find on a newer vehicle. He had no
other choice. She was his wife’s favorite.
But where the hell did the gloves come from? The old man? Why
would he just give him a perfectly good pair of gloves?
He stopped with the questions. No use mulling over something he
had no control over. The important thing was that they were here
when he got back into the car. Maybe it was the old man, or maybe it
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was God. He sure as hell didn’t care.
“Why are you going to San Diego by your lonesome?”
Rick slammed the brakes, a deer leaped across I-10. He rolled
down the window, thinking it might be a hitchhiker, but all he could
hear was the click-clacking of hooves on the pavement.
He checked the trunk. Nothing. He wasn’t sure if he should be relieved or frightened by that fact.
Think I’m finally losing it.
Inside the car, he turned off the hazard lights and drove off. He
thought about stopping at the next rest stop, but decided against it. He
had only one shot at catching Rachel. Like him, she could never sit
still in one place too long. Besides, it wasn’t the first time he’d heard
voices in his head.
“So it’s because of your wife.”
Again, he slammed the brakes.
“Okay, who the hell said that?” He was shaking now.
“Lefty and Righty.”
“Who?”
“Your hands, dummy. Lefty and Righty.”
“My hands...”
The gloves!
He tried ripping them off. But they were on tight.
I must be dreaming.
“You’re not.”
“What... What the hell are you?”
“We’re your new friends.”
Rick glanced at the glove box. No, he couldn’t.
“What the hell do you want from me?”
“We’ll get to that. First, you might want to get the car going.”
“Why?”
“Look behind you.”
Rick peered into the mirror as a semi approached, coming in at full
speed. Oh, shit! He slammed his foot on the gas, just barely missing
getting crushed like a soda can.
“Answer my question,” Rick demanded.
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“We don’t want much. Just some hands to keep us warm.”
“Who said that?”
“Lefty.”
“But we can’t help but wonder about your intentions,” Righty said.
“Intentions for what?” I can’t believe I’m talking to actual gloves!
“For your wife. If she is still your wife.”
“She’s my wife!”
“Why get so defensive about it?” Lefty asked. “If she’s your wife,
she’s your wife.”
“You’re just a couple of gloves. What the hell do you know about
marriage, huh?”
“We’ve been together all our lives,” Righty said. “We know what it
means to be in a commitment.”
“The two of you come out of the factory together?” Rick chuckled.
Something pinched his arms. Then another, another, and before he
knew it, his arms felt like they were being crushed by a giant. “Okay,
I’m sorry, I’m sorry!”
The pain subsided.
“We’ve been together for thousands of years,” Righty said. “You
could learn a thing or two from us.”
“Yeah, learn a thing or two,” Lefty added.
“Where’d you come from?”
“That’s not important. What’s important is that we’re here.”
“The old man? He one of you?”
“You could say that,” Lefty said.
“I could say that? That means he’s not?”
“Let’s say he was very useful in getting us to our intended destination.”
“Hitchhikers,” Rick said. “You’re just a couple of hitchhikers.”
Righty said, “Yes. But it’s more complicated than that.”
“Oh? How so?”
“We feed off human blood.”
Rick began to sweat profusely. He mulled over options if it came
down to having to remove them by force. The knife in the cup holder might just do the trick. But, he wondered if it would be enough.
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Doesn’t matter. He’d cut his arms off if he had to. Yeah, right. Easier
said than done.
“Just kidding!”
Rick let out a sigh of relief.
“We need a human host in order to survive,” Lefty said.
“So I don’t die?”
“No, if anything, you’re better.”
“Better?”
“No diseases. No getting fat. Slow aging. Constant focus. As long
as we stay on your hands. It’s a mutual relationship.”
“Mutual . . .”
“You haven’t had that in a while, have you?” Righty asked.
Rick shook his head.
“So, tell us, why drive all the way to San Diego to visit your wife?
Why not fly?”
“Yeah,” Lefty added, “why not fly?”
“It’s... complicated.”
“How so?”
“It just is.” What was he going to tell them? That his wife really
wasn’t his wife anymore? That she had no idea he was coming to
visit? What good would that do?
Again, he glanced at the glove box.
“What’s in there?” Righty asked.
“Nothing.”
“Why do you keep looking over there then?”
“Yeah, why you keep looking?”
“It’s nothing!”
“You know what I think,” Righty said.
“What do you think?”
“I think you’re angry. That’s what I think.”
“Yeah, angry,” Lefty said.
“You’re crazy.”
“Are we? Did your wife leave you for another man, Rick? Is that
what happened?”
“Shut up! You don’t know Jack shit! You’re just a couple of gloves!
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What the hell do you know!”
“We know more about people than people know about themselves.
That’s what we know. Spend thousands of years living among your
kind, you learn a thing or two of what it means to be human.”
“You’re out of your mind,” Rick scoffed.
“No, you are. If you think you’ll be able to get away with it.”
“Get away with what?”
“Murder.”
“I ain’t killing nobody. I just... I just want to talk.”
“You can talk on the phone. Hell, you can even talk on the computer. Driving cross-country with nothing but the clothes on your back
and not stopping to rest once does not scream ‘I just want to talk.’”
“I need to see her. It’s the only way she’ll understand how I feel
about her.”
“By blowing her brains out with a .357 Magnum?”
“No!”
“Open the glove box. Show me that’s not what you have in there.”
Rick hesitated.
“Open it!”
“If you won’t do it, I will!” Righty reached inside the glove box and
pulled out the fully loaded .357 Magnum. “Very nice. I have to hand
it to you humans. You do know how to craft a beautiful weapon.”
He put the gun to Rick’s head. Rick pulled the car over to the side,
kicking up an angry swirl of dirt and rocks. “What the hell are you
doing?”
“Why else would you load the gun fully?” Righty said.
“Yeah,” Lefty said, “why else?”
“This was your plan, right? Once you’d finished your deed, you
were going to blow your brains out, too. Weren’t you?”
“Yes!”
“See, now we’re getting somewhere,” Righty said. “How about we
just do it right now and get it over with? Could you imagine how horrible she’ll feel when she finds out on the news? That will be a much
better way to get her back, don’t you think? We could even write a
note. Leave her with a lifetime of regret and sorrow. Lefty, grab the
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pen and notepad from inside the glove box. We’ll make it short and
sweet.”
“But,” Rick said shakily, “I thought you needed me?”
“We’ll manage. First responders will arrive eventually. I’m sure
someone would like some free gloves.”
Lefty wrote,
Dear Rachel, it was all your fault...
Righty snapped the hammer back.
“Okay!” Rick said.
“Okay what?”
“I won’t go. Please put the gun down.”
“Good.” Righty tossed the gun out the window. “Now, see that exit
up ahead? Get off it. There’s a bar there called Lucky’s.”
Rick was confused. “Why are we going there?”
“Just drive.”
Rick sat at the dead bar with a glass of whiskey tucked between
his hands.
“Now are you going to tell me?” Rick whispered.
“See that girl over there,” Righty said.
Rick looked to his left. A blonde sat at the other end, nursing a sex
on the beach. “Yeah, so?”
“She got stood up. Go talk to her.”
Rick lowered his head. “I’ve never been good at picking up random
girls.”
“Go. Now.”
“Okay, sheesh.”
“And stand up straight. No slouching.”
Rick slid off the stool and went over. He said, “Hey there, missy.
Can I buy you another?”
She smiled. “Sure can. Name’s Maggie. What’s yours?”
“Rick.”
“And your friends there?” She pointed a painted fingernail at each
glove.
Rick smiled back. “Lefty and Righty. Here, let me introduce you.”
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AVI’S SHADOW SWEPT THE LIFELESS body before
him, folding gently around each curve and hugging the
edges like a wrap tossed on as protection from the cold.
With hands balled at his sides to calm the trembling—a rush that
came no matter how many times he assumed this role—he assessed
the results of his handiwork. The old woman lay motionless on the
frozen path to the barn, eyes closed, with the faintest trace of a smile.
She seemed smaller now, childlike in scuffed tennis shoes and a puffy
blue parka. Her arms stretched outward, fingers reaching as if to take
wing, and he wondered—as he always did—if the soul had departed
or if it lingered, watching him from another dimension. She’d have
been pleased. It was quick and painless. He was good.
He tugged the black suede glove from his right hand, then bent and
placed two bare fingers at the side of an already cooling neck, just
below the sweep of her wispy white bob. Satisfied that she was gone,
he shoved his hand back into its fur-lined refuge, then scanned the
area for the unusual or out-of-place, making sure he hadn’t dropped
or forgotten anything. There was nothing. Whoever found Emily
would assume she’d tripped, a common enough occurrence in the
elderly, especially on uneven terrain.
From behind him came a whimper and Emily’s dog Roscoe brushed
past. Disheveled and well past his prime, the dog was marking the
tires on the rental car when Emily’s final shout had garnered its attention. Ravi had seen it on arrival and had dismissed the half-blind
creature as inconsequential to the task at hand. Now, the white-tipped
tail wagged tentatively as the dog neared the body. Roscoe nosed
Emily, whined, and pawed her gently before turning cloudy eyes to
Ravi in befuddlement. A pang of empathy tempted him to put the
creature down—to save it the anguish of losing owner and home—
but while Emily’s death would be chalked up to natural causes, the
demise of her dog at the same time would raise unwanted questions.
He walked to the car, eyes sweeping his surroundings for witnesses, more out of habit than need, as the property was tucked away
from the prying eyes. Footsteps and creaking trees were the only
sounds. No passing cars or children playing and no windows that
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would cause him to wonder who watched unseen from the shadows.
Perfect. His reverie was interrupted by a burst of barking that preceded a thud to his leg and a flash of pain as—with unexpected speed
and agility—Roscoe sank worn yet still capable teeth squarely into
the meat of Ravi’s right calf. Furious, Ravi shook free and gave the
animal a savage kick that sent it to the ground.
“Son of a bitch!” he twisted to view his calf, grateful to not yet see
blood. Pulling his overcoat tighter, he limped to the car where he
berated himself for assuming the dog was too old to be dangerous. A
passion to protect Emily burned bright. Lesson learned. He’d clean
and dress the wound at the hotel. With luck, he’d avoid infection,
although an old dog’s mouth was nothing if not a festering petri dish
of bacteria.
He told himself that the bite was mere coincidence, nothing more
sinister. Stopping the car where the driveway met the county road,
near a worn wooden sign that announced “Greentop Farm,” he bent
and gingerly fingered the throbbing wound, straightening in time to
see a rusty truck rumble up the road. The driver wore a red “gimme”
cap and canvas work jacket and sized Ravi up with obvious suspicion
as he rolled by, taking note of a dark and unfamiliar face. With black
hair and skin many shades darker than the locals, Ravi would be
unremarkable in most places. In rural Montana, he was an oddity—
someone who’d be remembered. “Omen number two,” he muttered
as he pulled forward.
The gravel road was reasonably well-maintained for its mountain
locale. Still, Ravi drove slowly, taking care as he snaked through towering stands of timber. The last thing he needed was to miss a curve
and get stuck, to have to explain his presence to whatever passed for
the law in these parts. Any suspicions related to his being an outsider
would be amplified tenfold by the discovery of a body. He needed
to be long gone before the man in the red hat started volunteering
information.
Soothed by the repetition of the switch-backed curves, Ravi loosened his grip on the wheel as he regained his center. A bank of dark
clouds was building in the ice-blue sky, low enough now to near62

ly obscure the pale sun that skirted the horizon. Thickets of brush
crowded the road and, although the gravel surface was mostly bare,
the ground beyond wore a crusty snowpack darkened by dirt and
forest debris and crisscrossed by the linear tracks of animals. Dark
holes marked where slender legs of deer and elk had stabbed through
to unconsolidated powder below. Larger prints—tipped with claws—
would be there also, left by hungry mountain lions, coyotes, and
wolves who prowled the forested shadows.
The scene was attractive in an austere and unyielding sort of way.
Montana had a reputation for beauty, which he supposed varied on
place and season and on the eye of the beholder. The craggy mountains he’d passed on the drive from the airport had been impressive.
Stark. Impossibly high peaks of rock were flanked by snow-covered
foothills and stubble fields that stretched to the horizon, marked by
rough wooden posts laced with strands of rusty barbed wire and
sometimes topped by a solitary crow or magpie that hunched against
the cold. Here and there, the occasional farmhouse and barn huddled among a motley collection of sheds and other structures built to
house animals or equipment. What of the people? How did children
get to school? Did they stand at the end of their mile-long driveways,
stamping tiny feet in the frigid air, waiting for a yellow bus?
He shivered and squinted at the dash, one eye on the road. “Every
car has to be different,” he muttered as he searched for the magic combination of tiny, non-intuitive icons that would end his discomfort. After a few missteps, warmth flooded the interior and his
shoulders loosened. But, before he could refocus, a shuddering impact threw him forward. The windshield shattered and a tremendous
bang left his ears ringing. He stomped the brake and held his breath,
hoping to hit a tree rather than roll end over end down the godforsaken mountainside.
The car shuddered to a halt, and Ravi exhaled and released his
death grip on the steering wheel, then shoved the door open and
stumbled out. The mangled hood was smeared in crimson, and his
nostrils stung with the coppery scent of blood.
A pickup had pulled to the opposite side of the road and a woman
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ran toward him, her lips moving. As the ringing in his ears subsided,
he heard her ask, “You okay?”
“Did you see what happened?”
She nodded. “It was awful. I spooked a deer. They’re pretty common, what with the creek and all, but I don’t go very fast, so they
always get away. This one...” She shook her head. “You sure you’re
alright?”
“Yeah. No serious injuries.”
“What the hell were you doing?” she snapped, eye’s flashing.
“Driving carefully. I wasn’t speeding.”
“Weren’t watching the road very well,” she muttered with a look
that made her dissatisfaction impossible to miss.
Ravi pursed his lips to quell his annoyance as he glared at the judgmental stranger, but a high-pitched shriek interrupted their standoff.
“No!” she said, “It’s not dead.”
He followed as she raced to the far side of his destroyed vehicle,
where a fatally injured doe lay, eyes wide in terror, pink foam at
the corners of its mouth. A front leg twisted unnaturally, and steam
puffed from its nostrils.
“We can’t… We have to put her out of her misery.” The woman
flew through a list of options aloud. “My shotgun’s at home. Don’t
suppose you got a gun on you?”
He shook his head.
“I could hit her with the truck, but your car is in the way. A tire iron
might work. Shit. Shit.” She grimaced and turned toward her truck.
“Wait.” He bent into the rental and emerged with a bone-handled
hunting knife. The look she gave him telegraphed loud and clear that,
although surprised by the weapon, she doubted he had what it took to
bring the situation to an acceptable end. He knew better. “Stay here,”
he said as he tested the sharpness of the blade against a bare thumb
before donning his gloves.
The deer was beautiful—glossy hide and dark, expressive eyes
filled now with pain and fear—and he was sick to have been the
cause of such carnage. “I’m so sorry,” he murmured, then offered
a brief prayer in Sanskrit, more out of habit ingrained from child64

hood than of faith. He bent forward with the knife. The shrieking
and panting ceased.
There were several seconds of nothingness before the sounds of the
forest returned. Wind in the boughs. The rush of water over stones.
In the distance, ravens screeched the news that there was feasting to
be had if they were quick. He wiped the blade clean on snow, before
walking back to the woman, eyes hooded in sadness.
She mopped silent tears from her face with her sleeve and tried to
avoid eye contact. “Thank you,” she said, finally.
He nodded and ran the gloved fingers of his left hand along the
shaft, wondering if it was possible to feel the deer’s life essence. “She
didn’t deserve to suffer.”
The woman watched his hands, brow furrowed. “You’re gonna
need a ride. How ‘bout I take you to my place?”
“I’d appreciate that.” He considered just taking the truck, driving
to the airport, and getting someplace safe. Anyplace. But he’d have
to do something with this woman and the choices weren’t good. Bad
decisions had a way of multiplying and seldom ended with the desired result.
An icy gust battered them, and she pointed at the bank of ominous clouds rolling in from the north. “We better get going. There’s
a storm coming. Big one. I’m sure you got things to do, places to be.”
As they rumbled back up the hill, he slouched in a failed attempt
to conserve body heat. The truck’s engine had cooled while parked,
and the meager flow of air from the heating vents was directed to
the cracked windshield, barely making an impact on the comfort
of the cab. While the woman waged a war against condensation on
the glass surface, Ravi scanned the patched and tattered interior and
contemplated the reality of such an existence, wondering what other
decay and damage the rustics put up with. He pulled his phone from
his coat pocket to call the rental agency, then scowled. How was it
possible, in the richest country on earth with thousands of satellites
whirling overhead, that there remained places without service?
She smiled. “This twisty part is a dead zone. You’ll have better luck
at the house. It’s just round this bend.”
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As the sign for Greentop Farm came into view, Ravi’s heart lodged
firmly in his throat with a racing pulse that matched the rapid clickclack of the turn signal.
“You’re lookin’ a little green around the gills,” she said kindly.
“Had a pretty good jolt. We’ll get you in by the fire with a whiskey
and introduce you to my Aunt Emily. You’ll buck right up.”
Ravi barely heard her. With the right thumb of his gloved hand,
he traced the reassuring bump of the knife deep in his pocket and
prepared for the inevitable.
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EN MINUTES DOWN, THREE HOURS to go. Not that
Lucy was counting or anything.
She let out a slow exhale, trying to ease her shoulders
away from her ears and loosen her grip on the steering wheel. This
was supposed to be fun. But there was something about taking a road
trip with a new boyfriend that made Lucy’s palms sweat. It was just
so… official.
“Why the heck is it so hot in here?” Alex hit the vent on the dashboard with his palm. He leaned back, giving her a timid smile. “Sorry. I’m just not good with the heat.”
“No, it’s okay. It’s my fault. Well, my car’s fault, which is pretty
much the same thing. I keep meaning to fix the air conditioner.” Lucy
opened her window a few inches, and a gust of cool breeze tousled
her wavy hair. The air already smelled like ocean, briny and fresh.
“We’re going to yell over the sound of the wind for the next three
hours? See, this is why we should have taken my car,” Alex said.
“I know the way to Tofino. It made sense for me to drive.” Lucy
rolled up the window again. She chose not to mention the fact that
when Alex drove, he went twice the speed limit, and she wasn’t entirely sure they would have survived the winding coastline.
Bella whimpered in the backseat, and Lucy glanced in the mirror.
“You okay, girl? Too warm?”
Alex let out a short laugh. “Oh, you’re worried she’s too hot?”
“Golden retrievers have thick fur,” Lucy said.
“She’s a dog. She’ll be fine.” Alex let out a slow exhale. “Sorry. I
know she means a lot to you.”
“Yeah. She does.” Lucy resisted the urge to remind Alex that he
was the guest on this trip, not Bella.
Lucy and Bella had been road-tripping to the little coastal town of
Tofino together for the past four years, ever since Lucy adopted her
from the shelter. She had never brought a man before, and part of
her wished she hadn’t this summer, either. But after dating Alex exclusively for the past few months, it would have been hard to explain
why she felt the need to go on a beach vacation with her dog and not
him.
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“Don’t worry. It’s worth putting up with Bella if it means I get to
be with you.” Alex reached over the gear shift to grab Lucy’s hand,
slipping his fingers between hers.
“Thanks,” Lucy said, as annoyance radiated through her. Bella was
the kindest, sweetest, most loyal dog in the world. If Alex couldn’t
see that, if he couldn’t appreciate her, then maybe he wasn’t the man
for Lucy.
No. She had done this before. Over the past few years, she had dated countless men, and none of the relationships had made it past the
one month mark. She always found some reason to end things with
them. It wasn’t like she looked for flaws, like her friends sometimes
accused her of. She just seemed to attract severely flawed men.
This time, it had been three months. Alex certainly wasn’t perfect,
but he was… fine. No, better than fine. He was tall, handsome, and
intelligent. It wasn’t every day a high-profile lawyer fell for the woman making his latte. Lucy was lucky he had even noticed her.
She cracked her window again, and a whiff of salty air wafted in.
She smiled. Everything would be fine once they got to the beach.
“I can’t believe you insisted on bringing her again this year,” Alex
said, shaking his head from the driver’s seat.
Bella whimpered louder in the backseat.
“She loves the beach. This is her favorite week out of the whole
year.” Lucy reached back, scratching Bella behind the ears. “It’s
okay, girl. We’ll be there soon.”
“Sure, because she can understand English,” Alex said with a sharp
laugh.
He took the corner too fast, and Lucy’s stomach jumped. She
squeezed her eyes shut, cursing herself for giving in to his demands.
She should have driven like she did last year. He had only complained
about it a few times.
But last year they were still in the polite phase of the relationship,
biting their tongues and holding back what they really wanted to say.
Although, come to think of it, Lucy still did that. It felt like all she
did, actually. It was Alex who had left all the decorum behind.
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Sometimes she had no idea what she was doing with him. In fact,
the last time they went to Tofino, she had been on the verge of breaking up with him by the end of the trip. He spent the entire week complaining about Bella, who was a perfect angel, aside from a small
incident with a skunk. But Lucy was the one who spent half the night
washing her in tomato juice and trying to reassure her the odorous
monster was gone. Alex had left the beach house in favor of the small
pub down the street within seconds of smelling Bella.
Lucy just couldn’t end it with him. Every time she thought about it,
another friend or family member would pile on the praise about how
amazing she was for finally settling down. And with a man like Alex,
no less. It wasn’t until then that Lucy realized exactly how much of a
hot mess they all thought she had been before. But those days were
behind her. What a relief. She had finally bagged a man, and everyone could relax. Well, everyone aside from Lucy, that is. She was far
from relaxed.
“Can you turn that down? It’s giving me a headache.” Alex nodded
towards the radio, which was hardly audible.
“Of course. Sorry.” Lucy pushed the button, turning it off.
There was a noise from the backseat, a tiny growl, and a ripping
sound. Lucy spun in the passenger seat to look at Bella.
“Oh no,” Lucy said before she could stop herself. If she had been
thinking, she would have said nothing at all. Just slowly reached back
and wrangled the glove out of Bella’s mouth, then tossed the evidence
out the window the next time Alex looked away. But it was too late
for that. Alex was already looking at her with a worried expression,
the one that so easily transitioned into anger.
“What is it?” Alex asked.
“It’s just… your golf glove. Bella seems to have found it,” Lucy
said, trying to sound calmer than she felt. She reached back and
wrangled the glove out of the dog’s mouth, placing the soggy, ripped
thing gingerly on her lap. “Not to worry, though. We’ll buy you a new
one as soon as we can.”
“My lucky glove that got me the hole-in-one in Hawaii? That I’ve
had for my entire golfing career?” Alex furrowed his brow, scowling.
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“You want to stop at the next Walmart and grab one off the shelf,
huh? Easy as that?”
“I mean, I would hardly call it a career,” Lucy said, before putting a
hand over her mouth to stop herself from going on. She shrunk down
in her seat. “I’m sorry. We’re sorry, aren’t we, Bella?”
There was a happy yip from the backseat. Bella was, in fact, not
sorry. Bella had hated Alex from the moment she met him, and it
wouldn’t have been overly surprising if she had been plotting this
insurgence since then.
Lucy held up the glove again, spinning it slowly in the air. Bella
really had done a number on it. It was as if she had channeled every
bit of anger she felt for Alex into the act of destroying the one thing
she knew he loved most in the world.
Turning toward the window, Lucy did her best to hide the smile
that was trying to break free.
It was the hottest August in years, and Lucy still hadn’t fixed the air
conditioning. It didn’t matter, though. She liked the wind in her hair.
As she wound along the coast, she sang to every song that came
on the radio in her loudest voice, just because she could. Sometimes
Bella joined in, yowling with the music. When Lucy glanced in the
rear-view mirror, she could have sworn Bella was smiling.
After a few hours of open road bliss, Lucy pulled into the gravel
driveway of the small yellow beach house she rented every year. The
weathered house sat at the edge of the beach, which was empty, aside
from a few seagulls.
She got out of the car and stretched her legs, then opened the back
door. Bella hopped out, excitement radiating off her as she spun
around.
“Nice to be back, isn’t it, girl? And on our own this year,” Lucy
said, crouching down. “I don’t need Alex. I’ve got you, don’t I?”
Bella barked and nuzzled up against Lucy’s shoulder, panting happily.
And to think some people thought dogs couldn’t understand English.
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O THIS IS HOW IT went down. I was somewhere out in
Death Valley, on this quiet road between Chloride Town and
Darwin, when a giant foam hand landed on the windshield.
The foam hand was blue, and it gave me the middle finger. This is
not a metaphor. It was a big blue middle finger. It was so big that I
couldn’t see anything, so I crashed.
The road was real narrow, with steep rocky embankments on both
sides. I plowed right into one, which caved the hood in, which killed
the car stone dead. A nuisance, but not as annoying as the half million dollars in the trunk.
You know the story there. A smart-ass scammed an off-the-books
game, ran off, and it was on me to get the winnings back. Well, there
had been no trouble with the pick-up. Pleasant and professional. No
pliers. Easy money, and that’s exactly the problem. When you’ve got
a pile of money with no explanation, you’ve got to guard it from
anybody who wants a swift change in life circumstances. Meaning
everybody. So I couldn’t call nobody, not that my cell had reception.
The other thing was the weight. Five hundred large usually comes
to about ten pounds, but that’s only if you’re carrying hundred dollar
bills. I was carrying twenties and fifties too, so the haul weighed
three times that, easy. Over miles of desert, thirty pounds plus is a
danger.
So, I’m there in the car, covered in glass, looking at this novelty
glove telling me to go fuck myself and wondering what to do. In
situations like this, you got to be calm. I tried thinking who’d buy
that hand. The guy who hates sports but pays for stadium tickets.
Someone who just wants to stick it to the short-sighted. Honestly, I’d
no clue. I wondered what the hell it was doing out there.
I wiped some blood off my forehead, and stepped out into the heat.
Turns out, the wind hadn’t carried the foam hand far. Piled up high
above the road, right in front of me, was this huge multi-axle truck,
the kind that isn’t allowed in Death Valley. It was tilting at a forty-five
degree angle. Looked like the driver had gone off-road all of sudden,
and spiked up on the embankment. The trailer doors were swinging open, packaging spilling out like guts. The boxes had Desire
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Dot Com printed on them. One had smashed open, and the big blue
fuck yous littered the ground around it, getting picked up and swirled
around by the wind.
Well, I figured I could take the cab, if nobody was using it.
I limped up the embankment. All around was empty space. Tufts
of dead grass. Distant mountains. Cracked earth. I don’t know why
sight-seers comes to Death Valley. There’s no sites to see. Nothing
but sand and rocks. One of the big attractions is a sea that isn’t there.
We got computer games, you know?
Anyway, the cab had carved a thick path through the dirt. Sat nearly perpendicular to the trailer. You could see the driver, slumped over
the steering wheel. Male. Stout, red hat, skin cooked pink.
I said hey, he said nothing. When I got closer, I got hit with a sour
stink. Old sweat.
I opened up the door, and the dead body slowly flopped out. I figure it was a heart attack. I still have no idea what he was doing out
there. Guess he made a wrong turn, or thought he found a shortcut.
Truckers have it rough. I took him out and rolled him down the hill.
He thumped down on the ground like a bag of flour.
As he hit the road, there was this big groan of metal. Turns out,
the coupling between the cab and the trailer had suffered too much
stress. The thing groaned, and then it snapped. I watched the trailer
start rolling backwards onto my car.
Competent crooks on TV never get bad luck like the rest of us.
Now, I could handle my car getting wrecked. I could take losing
all the shit inside. But messing up a simple job is embarrassing, and
it’s the intangible stuff, like respect, that you can’t afford to lose. So,
I had to get the money out of there.
I skidded down the hill, and landed on top of the dead guy. Nearly
sprained my ankle. From the guy’s back I could see my crumpled up
coke can of a car, crushed underneath the trailer. Out of it spurted
two small streams of liquid. One was a gallon jug of water I had in
the foot-well, another was the gas tank, both pouring out into the
dead dirt.
You’d think water was the liquid to save, but I disagree. No offense
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to the dead guy, but I didn’t trust his decision-making. People forget
to tank up before heading into the desert, but nobody forgets water. I
did not want to make it easy to stay and hard to leave.
So, I hobbled over to find a receptacle. A few other boxes had fallen out of the trailer and I opened them up. Turns out Desire Dot Com
specializes in junk. Fake dog shit. Plastic mushrooms. Giant inflatable crowns. Gloves for only your fingertips. A camera for looking
inside your ear. T-shirts with various celebrities made to look like
pickles. A real mecca of nada.
There was a box of testildos. You know what a testildo is? A testildo is a plastic wedge you attach to a pair of testicles so you can use
them for sex. Someone had to design the testildo. Someone had to
dig up and refine oil for the testildo. There’s a multinational testildo
supply chain, with testildo packaging sites and testildo distribution
centers. Wondered how many people had given hours of their lives in
the service of the testicle dildo.
A driver had died for those testicle dildos, and for the pickle celebrities. A tribute to supply-side economics, I guess.
Well, I managed to find some high-heeled boots. Ugly, covered in
fur, impossibly angled. Same crap. I put one down underneath the
gas. It kept it. Once it was full, I swapped in another. Then the flow
stopped, leaving me with only a single furry shoe of gasoline. Felt
like a consolation prize.
I limped back and rolled the dead guy off the road. I didn’t want
him cooking on the asphalt. I put his red hat on top of a dried-out
bush, so someone would see him and bury him. I’d want someone to
do the same for me.
The half a million was still buried in the car. The trailer had slid
off on it as it hit, with the back tires now leaning up against the trunk,
blocking it. The whole trailer balanced on the car, looking like it
might roll more. But, the thing had rent open part of the trunk on the
way down, leaving this long jagged gash in the top and the side. The
gash was wide enough for my hand, but the torn-up chassis would
slice me open, and of course, the canvas bag with the money was
squirreled away in the back, just out of reach.
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I picked up one of the blue hands and put it on. Shoved my hand
in deep to get leverage on the middle finger. It didn’t fit well, but it
felt inevitable. I spent the next quarter hour flicking the finger at the
straps on my bag.
The finger latched on easy enough. The trouble was getting enough
force on it to move it over. It was hard with the sweat, and the body of
the car kept biting through the foam. It took a few gloves, but I didn’t
bleed much. Chalk that up as another win.
Once I hauled the bag over, I saw there was no way to get it through
the gap. Too big. Could force it, but that might knock the trailer. Being frank with you, I couldn’t take it if I got squashed. I figured since
the day was going long, it might as well go all the way. Something
vindictive about a day that leaves you only with the time to feel tired.
So, I punched through the foam to make a little padding, and started unloading the money by hand to cut the bag down to size. I bled a
lot more then. Also, partway through, the wind picked up, so a couple thousand dollars took off down the road. I hobbled up and back
and around, chasing down paper. After that, I packed the bills away
inside those inflatable crowns. When all was said and done, I had two
inflatable crowns of cash and a furry shoe of gasoline.
I didn’t know at the time, but I was also getting heatstroke.
I hiked back up to the cab to refuel, popped open the door over the
tank, and poured the shoe inside. When I had emptied it all out, that’s
when I saw there was this label on the inside of the door. The label
said the truck needed diesel.
I had just wrecked the engine on the only working vehicle around.
Like I said, in situations like this, you got to be calm. So, I calmly
dropped the furry shoe onto the ground. I stared at it for a while. I
don’t think I was thinking of anything. I had sweat out all the sense
I had. I just looked at the shoe, like it had let me down. Or maybe I
had let it down.
Then, I calmly entered the cab, back to the sour stink, as if the dead
guy’s house would tell me something. I tried the ignition. Big thick
plumes of smoke came out of the hood. Gas has a lower flash point
than diesel, so the engine had exploded. I remember thinking the
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smoke would signal to somebody, but in my head that meant fighting
them for my inflatable crowns of cash.
I looked around, and found the driver had packed water. There was
a half-gallon bottle inside the door. Only, it was empty, because the
guy had drunk it all. I calmly threw it out the window.
At that point, I saw a blue middle finger flapping and rolling its way
across the dirt outside, kicking up dust. I went out and grabbed it. I
don’t know why. I think I felt I should get one stupid thing for myself.
I think this is why Desire Dot Com exists. I clutched the foam hand
like it meant something. A lucky charm, maybe. It made me give up.
I sat there then, in the dead cabin with all my stuff clutched around
me, being terminally calm, watching the sun make a scythe in the
sky. After a half hour, I heard the sirens. Park rangers, not police,
though they came in a police cruiser. Maybe I could’ve run. I think
that’d be a mistake. I hope you’re seeing it that way.
There were two of them, in aviator sunglasses and those Smokey
the Bear hats. They found the body before they found me. The hat
caught their attention. Then they came up to the cab. They ask me if
it’s my truck. Sitting there, I say it isn’t. They ask me if I know why
there’s a corpse below. I say that I don’t.
They ask me if that’s my stuff in my hands. I said yeah.
So that’s how I came to lose the money, boss. You got to believe
me. This is how it went down.
No, all I got left is that blue middle finger.
Yeah, they let me keep it. Out of pity, I think.
Yeah, I guess it is pretty funny.
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NE LAST STOP, JUST ONE more before going home.
She had been on the road for ages, but she felt the old
excitement rise in her as her destination came into view,
glorious shades of green and blue. A little tingling in her boots, the
bumps of the threads in her glove. She adjusted her suit, and checked
her recording devices.
There was a crowd when she landed at the edge of the lake. There
usually was, for places with culture, but this felt different. She took a
minute to scan the strange faces while tethering her craft. The locals
were animated, moving quickly. Nervous maybe, or excited? No, that
was projecting her own mindset on a foreign place. Agitated. Better.
She made a subvocal note.
She slowly made her way down the plank to solid ground, leaving
the warm safety of her craft behind. As soon as she could feel the
earth under her boots she stopped. Time to wait, and give these folks
a chance to get used to the idea of her visit. With all her experience
as an explorer, this she had learned earlier, growing up, discovering
the flora and fauna of her home.
The thought brought her joy, the sweet tension of new and familiar,
of treading new paths while following the old rhythms of her own
body. Some of her competitors thought it was cheating, the way she
went off-road for her exploration. It was unseemly. Not done. There
was a hierarchy, and a plan. You chose the road, and you followed it,
and it would lead you where you were needed.
She had a different perspective. Finding surprises at the edge of
the road was an invitation to stop, and look around, to add whole
new dimensions to what could be learned. An unexpected clump of
extremophile bacteria clinging to a hot vent in an ocean dark beneath
the ice. A constellation of craters telling a story of catastrophe eons
past. A little golden disc tumbling through deep space with a beautifully chaotic pattern of holes, like a breeca leaf at sunrise, adding
irresolvable mystery to some very intentional looking carvings.
A series of unintelligible vocalizations bubbled to the surface of
her mind as her medication kicked in and brought her back to alertness. The air was heavy, and she felt her carapace ache, but she could
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do this. One more time. One last time. She pressed the button and
released a second dose into her bloodstream.
These people were talking to her—trying to, in any case. They
seemed flustered, conferring with each other, and with some unseen
entities—spirits or gods maybe—through some reflective rectangular ceremonial medallions. Some stood and raised one of their two
hands to the side of their heads, probably in a gesture of prayer.
The group that had approached her wore white robes, and held tablets of some sort—a delegation of high-ranking priests most likely.
They were being called to by others in forest-green clothing, standing in front of a carefully arrayed set of wagons. This second group
was gesticulating in what her instinct suggested was an aggressive
manner, holding ceremonial spears in the form of blunt rods that had
been holed at the front, with grips added underneath, making them
impossible to throw. The wagons themselves showed an admirable
skill in metal-working, and featured either geometrically arranged
bundles of long thick ceremonial spears with red tips, or similar
holed rods but of larger scale. All of the spears were loosely aimed at
her or her craft. Time to take the initiative, then.
She took a step forward and the crowd edged back in an aesthetically pleasing concentric wave, which triggered a sharp flashback in
her, a memory of dropping stones in the pond near her home with her
sisters what felt like light-years ago. All the spears snapped to attention. One of the priests, wearing a fine-spun golden crown that fell
to their shoulders in an almost organic fashion, had remained when
everyone else had edged back.
She approached the priest slowly, fighting the heaviness in her
limbs and her breathing, and subvocalizing her observations into the
recorder in her suit. The priest was vibrating slightly, looking up at
her, and extending a limb.
This is it. The greeting. First contact. She extended her last remaining hand, the sunlight reflecting off its golden glove. She hugged the
stumps of the others closer to her body under her suit. Two had withered too fast for recovery, but three were functioning well with the
prosthetics. They wouldn’t need to last much longer.
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They touched, and a gasp ran through the crowd. Many started
praying immediately, or holding their shiny medallions in her direction, and a great murmur arose, then they all clicked their forelimbs
together and whistled, a noise like a sudden downpour and the wind
caves of Griia at the same time.
Thoughts of home were coming more and more frequently now,
a sure sign it was time to return, maybe lay some eggs if they were
still viable after her long journey. It was a long road home, the very
longest in fact. No one else had come as far as she had, no one else
had seen as much. Her sixth road, chosen and traveled against much
resistance from the traditionalists in the council.
A buzz on her torso announced the return of the probes to her craft,
jogging her from her memories. Data and images had been collected, cataloged and categorized.. Oceans, forests, deserts, mountains,
flora, fauna, and people, so many people. They were a phenomenal
species, so much art, so much music, so much symmetry and chaos,
even if the strange spear cult seemed a little too powerful. We could
just leave it alone, she thought sadly.
She stopped the probe’s summary to refocus on the present. She
liked this planet, but it was time. She lowered her glove to the ground,
pinning the tip with her front left tarsus. She didn’t look forward to
the pain to come, injecting a third round of stimulants and painkillers into her system in anticipation. She focused her eyes on the priest.
Some rituals were too important to change, even for her.
She pulled the glove off, and screamed with all her voices as her
last hand withered and bubbled in the alien atmosphere. The people screamed in sympathy, and some ran behind the wagons. Some
donned ceremonial masks, and others started herding their fellows
away from her. The priest in front of her stood very, very still, and if
not for the tech in her helmet she would have lost sight of them.
A hand in friendship, a greeting, an invitation to three-fingered
Cygnus, the golden Empire, for those who would read it and find a
way to visit. The symmetry was pleasing. Their roadside treasure,
inviting her to this planet. And her glove an invitation in return. At
least, an invitation if her movement back home succeeded. Minds not
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Mines. It would catch on, she was sure. Otherwise, it was not an invitation but a claim, if the hardliners on the council won, again. Where
the Empress lays hands, she lays eggs. She shivered. The withered
hands inside her suit caressed her ovaries. Time to return to the cradle of the empire.
She slowly withdrew up the plank and into her craft. The hatch
closed with a hiss, and she collapsed into the netting. She confirmed
her destination, paused, and added a little something to her fuel-mix.
Just like adding the ash of a neeka-plant to mothers nectar for a little
surprise. The craft lifted off in a gratuitous shower of gold and green
sparks, and accelerated towards the edge of the system. She could see
the road on her nav system, a few days at most to rejoin it, the promise of relative safety. A few months from gate to gate, twelve gates
and she would be home. The medbot finished tending her last stump,
and the cryosleep drugs were dulling the pain. Impressions, memories, ideas were tumbling in her mind, the anthologies she would
narrate, the marches she would lead, the stories she would sing. So
many stories.
Dark flowing shapes cut through her engine plume, no light reflecting off their ancient bodies. They followed her craft easily, picking
up the trail of supercharged ions. They were ready to strike, hungry
for a meal, but their alpha urged patience. Follow the prey to their
nest and there might be a richer meal. The younglings snapped in
frustration, loud enough to earn a rebuke, but not loud enough to set
off the scanners in her craft. The lights in her craft dimmed in synchrony with her slowing vital readings, as she settled into her rest.
So nearly home.
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First contact.
Sorry, Last Contact.
It depends on your perspective, and that’s the fantastic bit about
this piece. The story flips the traditional narrative on its head.
We see the army surrounding the alien craft, the gawking public,
and the scientist burdened with first contact, but they are the other.
We are other.
The author deftly shows what we understand and take for granted
can be interpreted in vastly different ways by someone unfamiliar.
Our rifles are ceremonial spears, our rockets and tanks only larger
versions.
This informs us the alien protagonist has no need to fear our weapons. Perhaps they are so advanced they don’t even recognize our
guns as lethal. Perhaps they’re not.
What I love most about this story is how the author crafted an extraterrestrial species—an empire—which feels real without actually
needing to explain, well, much of anything.
How is amputating a hand an invitation? How do we use it?
Details of the empire’s political structure are revealed, and we
learn the protagonist is somewhat of a progressive activist. And if
her movement fails the outlook for our species is not good.
Even her methods of exploration go against the norm. We see the
rigid tradition adhered to by her fellows, and are told why she breaks
from it, but the how—the mechanics of the road, the gates—aren’t
explained in the hardline sci-fi way many of us are used to. We’re
left to wonder, and to glimpse the complicated workings of an alien
empire.
The beautiful worldbuilding pulls double duty and works to deepen
the protagonist. We get a sense of her. Her travels, her joy at discovering new things, her outlook on first contacts and attitude towards
the races she meets.
All these details are woven in amongst the main action of the piece
to great effect. Far from being bored or overwhelmed with explanation, we see the breeca leaf at sunrise. We hear the wind caves
of Griia in the crowd’s applause. The rich tapestry of alien culture
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provides a unique comparison to our own performance.
And when the formalities are over and the delegates part ways, the
story does not finish. The author could have ended on the parting and
left us plenty to think about, but they went a step further. This is a
living, breathing empire, after all.
An empire with enemies.
The shadowy beings. More unknowable than even three-fingered
Cygnus and the Golden Empire, and presumably just as alien to the
protagonist as we humans. Only two traits are revealed about them:
they are smart, and they are predators.
But, who do we root for? We care about the protagonist—we know
her now. But if she fails to overturn the traditionalists, wouldn’t it be
better for us if the enemies found her nest?
Just because our tale ends here doesn’t mean the universe is finished speaking.
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